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Step 1

INVEST WITH A EARLY
RETIREMENT GOAL
Investing without a goal is like shooting in the dark
It's like going on a Vacation without a Destination
We should be clear WHY we are investing
How much we will need for retirement & from when
Map each & every investment (small or big) against a Financial
Goal
Start withdrawing money from equity once you near your
retirement

Step 2

START EARLY
Starting Early can make most of the Financial Goals ACHIEVABLE.
Because you have TIME BY YOUR SIDE.
Equity needs time
Power of Compounding is the secret of wealth creation
Remember rewards are waiting for those who wait

Step 3

SUCCESSFUL INVESTORS
“INVEST IN EQUITY”
Equity = Share (Share is an English word)
In Hindi “Share” means “Hissa”
Buying Share of company = Buying Hissa in a company
Equity = Business
Equity can only beat in ation & Help you create wealth
There is little risk involved for short term investors but in the long
term it always creates wealth
The biggest risk is not taking any risk

Step 4

INVEST REGULARLY
Your Success lies in discipline
It is easier to achieve the retirement goal disciplined investment.
Automate your investments for regular investments like SIPs.
This gives you the bene ts of Rupee Cost Averaging
Takes Emotion out of Investment
Apply the new investment formula which is Income - Savings =
Expense

Step 5

CONTROL EMOTIONS
They always control their emotions when the market is broke or up
They always know their patience gives the fruits
Those up and downs are for the ltration of Greedy and Patience
people, those who stay for long always wins the race
Warren Buffett once said that it is wise for investors to be “fearful
when others are greedy, and greedy when others are fearful.”

Step 6

COVER RISK
UNCERTAINTY IS FACT OF LIFE, ANY OF THE FOLLOWING IS A
POSSIBILITY FOR ANYONE:
Unexpected Death
Medical Emergency
Partial/Total Disability
House/Property Damage
They Protect with all the below insurance needs,
Life insurance, Personal Accident, Health Insurance, Critical Illness,
Home Insurance

Step 7

HIRE EXPERT
"At the end of our investing lifetime, it won't matter what your funds did,
it'll matter what you did. And what you did will be a pure function of the
quality of the advice you got - from one caring, competent [Advisor], and
not from any number of the magazines."
EXPERTS CAN HELP YOU IN BELOW REGARDS,
1. Professional
2. Understands you
3. Understands your nance
4. Understands your Goals
5. Prioritize your Goals
. Manages your Emotions
7. Identi es Right Asset Allocation
. Rebalances Regularly
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JOIN OUR
UPCOMING LIVE
DESIGN YOUR
DESTINY EVENT
We all have beautiful dreams deep inside us. The things
we would like to have, the relationships we would love to
cherish, the nancial wellbeing we would like to enjoy, a
career that is most rewarding & ful lling, and many more.!
DYD's Virtual LIVE event paves your way to achieving
success in each area of your life.
At DYD's Virtual LIVE event you would learn from 4 expert
speakers on 4 critical areas of life:

REGISTER NOW TO ATTEND LIVE
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